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Since the foundation of new China, our country has attached much importance to 
the social development of the minority districts, held the notion all the time that we 
should develop minority education firstly and creatively made and performed a series 
of policies for minority education to speed up it. One of the main contents concerning 
is policy research in enrollment tests for the minority of colleges, which increases 
more opportunities for the minority students to go to college and is an important step 
to cultivate excellent talents. It has strategic meaning in keeping politics stable, 
developing economics and higher education of the minority. 
The whole research centers around reality and future, and starts with benefit 
distribution. Based on the past research, it combs and induces the development in 
national policy and enrollment policy for the minority of colleges since the Ming and 
Qing dynasty. It also makes comparison inside and outside the district and discusses 
dimensionally the reform and development of the policy mentioned above by some 
data for enrollment, the questionnaires and relative interviews of the minority students 
from Inner Mongolia university and Inner Mongolia national university and so on. 
The research mainly includes the following contents: 
Chapter 1 is dating back the history in the enrollment policy for the minority of 
colleges, which induces and analyses the courses for the national policy in choosing 
talents, illustrates its variation and traits and greatly discusses the relationship 
between the enrollment policy and the development in politics, economics and culture 
of the district.   
Chapter 2 is about the study in comparing the enrollment policy outside the 
district, which chooses America, Canada and Taiwan as the research subject, combs 
and analyses their enrollment policy , and mainly analyses their reform and trends in 
order to offer some favorable enlightment for today’s mainland colleges in the 
enrollment policy. 
Chapter 3 is about the theory analysis for our policy mentioned above, which 













“Cultural reproduction theory” by Budier and “Theory for the naturally developed 
order” by Hayek in an attempt to find the effective theory grounds for performing and 
designing our college enrollment policy in the minority districts. 
Chapter 4 is about the actual research of the policy mentioned above, which 
chooses students from Inner Mongolia colleges as the research subject plus the 
questionnaires and interviews of the students from outside the district to try to learn 
the enforcement and effects as to the policy above in Inner Mongolian district, and 
then find the problem and offer reliable data for the improvement of the police. 
Chapter 5 is the proposition for the design of the policy, which uses “Theory for 
the naturally developed order” by Hayek as the tool to discuss the opportunity for 
minority students to go to college to promote the healthy development in the minority 
higher learning. 
The last part refines the main conclusion and produces several suggestions based 
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图绪—1—1  1950——2006 年高校少数民族学生占全国大学生比例  单位：% 
数据来源：国家民委经济发展司等.中国民族统计年鉴 2007[Z].北京：民族出版社，2007：664. 
另注：少数民族人口占全国人口的比例，1953 年为 6.06％、1964 年为 5.76％、1982 年为 6.68%、1990




































人中有大学文化程度的为 60 人，而少数民族仅为 37 人，明显低于全国平均水平；
2000 年，全国每 10 万人口中拥有大专以上教育程度人口数为 3611 人，而在少
数民族聚居的八省区中，内蒙古为 3803 人、广西为 2389 人、贵州为 1902 人、
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